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Make it Personal, Make it Memorable
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Make it Personal, Make it Memorable
We engage with people every day, but in your business, is the importance of these interactions genuinely understood? In this course
we will explore options to creatively deliver unforgettable service through elevated engagement.

Fundamentals of Great Service
An entry level course that covers all the basic principles of working in the luxury customer service industry. Amongst  others, you will
explore how to maximise your communication through your verbiage and body language, discover the power behind using the
customers’ name and how to deliver an exceptional welcome. Please note that this is a two session course.

Understanding Service for UHNW Individuals
Individuals have been ranked by their wealth for decades, but when it comes to providing a service to guests and customers, they are
so much more than a financial figure. Defining what it means to be an ultra-high-net worth individual is the first step in understanding
their lifestyle, their way of life and what they consider valuable. This understanding will assist learners in recording modifications to
their service approach when dealing with these customers as well as the wider client base.

Selecting your Leadership Style
Adapting your leadership style is vital to getting the best out of the teams and individuals you lead. This workshop looks at being
dynamic in your approach to leading individuals and selecting an appropriate style. Leaders taking part in this workshop will identify a
variety of  approaches most fitting to the individual people they lead as well as how and when to utilise them.



Storytelling

Since the beginning of time, stories have been used to share knowledge and are evident in every culture. Communication through
stories can engage emotions and win the hearts and minds of our customers. This learning experience is about cultivating and
improving the spirit of storytelling to strengthen customer engagement.

The Ultimate Customer Recovery

Sometimes things go wrong but rarely is it this that causes your customers to become disengaged. It is the way that the situation is
dealt with that leave a lasting impression. This course explores how to deal with customers who are unhappy and how to deliver the
ultimate service recovery to leave them as lifelong ambassadors for your business.

Non-Artificial intelligence and Customer Service

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly permeating all aspects of our lives. This workshop explores the opportunities
presented in AI developments for customer service, their potential applications as well as identifies its current limitations. Most
importantly the workshop poses key critical questions on what is important in luxury customer interactions and how AI can support
the delivery of sophisticated, emotive customer experience.

Handling Difficult Conversations: 

Managers and supervisors who have had limited opportunities to conducting difficult conversations will benefit of this programme by
learning how to prepare and conduct a difficult conversation as well as building confidence through a number of practice scenarios.



Understanding Luxury Service

Understanding how to deliver a luxury service underpins the luxury market today. During this course you will explore the key elements
of emotional luxury. Discovering how to use everyday information gathered during service interactions to deliver a bespoke and
personalised experience to your discerning customers.

Who is Listening to Your Customers?

Listening to the customer voice and engaging in dialogue with customers is something most organisations consider of vital
importance. Through a series of inspirational stories, this workshop, illustrates the multiple aspects of listening to customers and
shares best practice principles on how to listen to customers and act on their feedback in a meaningful and effective manner.

Effective Working Relationships

Relationships at work are vital to the success of the individual as much as they are to the overall organisation. In this session we
explore the types of relationships we have in the working environment, what goes wrong and how to build and cultivate them, focusing
on the two key elements of trust and communication.    

Pulling Together - Supporting Your Organisation

Under difficult circumstances, an organisation’s success depends on how employees across all levels contribute through their efforts
to the overall goal and direction of the organisation. Individual efforts and contributions of the employees generally depend on
personal assessments and attitudes.  While exploring how changes in the business environment, delegates’ specific organisation and
individual roles may impact their attitudes, the course provides insight on how to develop or sustain a collaborative culture.



Our selection of training programmes are online collaborative events lasting approximately 90 minutes. All
participants will be required to use both audio and video conferencing functions at all times.

For further information on registering to attend and cost, please contact
DCAcademy.DCL@dorchestercollection.com


